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In this newsletter:

Our nation calls out for

proper leaders.  Intentional

and decisive in  making

decisions that give hope for

today and the future.  

LEADERS AS VISIONERS, HOPE
PEDDLERS, AND CAPITAL CREATORS

by Akinyele Okeremi

Especially in challenging times like the one we are

living in; economic independence and innovation has to

be foremost in the thinking of leaders-whether it be

companies or countries, this is the time for innovative

disruption. Life and businesses have been totally and,

sometimes, fatally disrupted, but as a nation we are

embarking on projects and making decisions which may

make no dent on the future.

Nigeria, for a long time, has lived off the inherent

capabilities of her people, endowments, and

intellectual desire. We are now firmly at the crossroads

where the country will either rise by the genuineness

and innovative nature of enterprises birthed or it will

once again fall into the trap of colonisation-this time

more economic than political.



Someone said Nigeria has everything

to succeed yet the country has not

delivered success. The reasons are not

far-fetched. There’s one key ingredient

we lack-appropriate value system, and

the lack of that key ingredient suffices

to make everything that we believe

and boast of to collapse like a pack of

cards. Economics makes us understand

that production has four key

ingredients: land, labour, capital, and

entrepreneurship.

When we look at these ingredients,

two of them are very similar-labour

and entrepreneur. Both are of the

human species. The only way to

differentiate is in their behaviour.

Entrepreneurs take the leadership

position. They give direction, create

the values or the value system that

governs the organisation. The

entrepreneur is the vision caster, who

lays down the framework and paints

the picture of the journey and the

destination.

The entrepreneur is the vision caster,

who lays down the framework and

paints the picture of the journey and

the destination.
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AS VISIONERS-1

In lay terms, the entrepreneur develops the

template of how we are, how we do things,

what is unique to us, and the aim of the

enterprise.

The moment we lack the entrepreneur, then

production will be jeopardised. The real

challenge in government in Nigeria is that we

don’t have the leadership to create the values

that the country desperately needs to move

ahead. Our leaders don’t seem to understand

the values themselves.

The first thing the leadership should do in any

organisation is to create values of the

organisation, be it a family, a company or

even a nation. When they create the values,

the next thing is to communicate the values,

and then the value becomes shared values.

Unfortunately, what we have is a system where

the leaders [entrepreneurs] are not clear

about what their values are; so, we are in a

system where we have leaders by default but

who don’t display leadership traits. Where

entrepreneurship does not see, it becomes

part of labour; waiting to be led.
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"Where
entrepreneurship

does not see, it
becomes part of

labour; waiting to
be led."



AS VISIONERS-2

This leads directly to hope. The major work

of an entrepreneur [leader] is peddling and

dealing in hope. Once upon a time, I

looked up to Nigeria, to reciprocate the

things that some of us have thrown into the

system. 

We are not asking Nigeria to throw money

at the problem; we are only asking Nigeria

to look at and believe there are Nigerians

who can move Nigeria forward and to

ensure Nigeria gives them the platform to

display their talent at the national and

international level.

We were not looking at the state to take

risk or give us humongous projects to

handle. We just wanted to start small, and

when we succeed in those small things,

thus learning [collectively] and we can

continue and then perhaps, one day we

might become the Huawei of Nigeria.

We still await the day Nigeria will rise to

this clarion call. A call to identify, develop

and promote its own home-hewn solutions

to its own challenges.
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There is a notion that asks ‘at what age

does a child become independent of

the parents’? We know that the

independence of a child from the

parents is not a function of age. 

Indeed, independence comes when

the child becomes financially

independent of her parents. In a

similar vein, when a nation is not

financially independent, that nation is

under colonisation: that is exactly

where we are in Nigeria.

Entrepreneurship could be the solution

to this challenge because

entrepreneurs actually create capital.

It follows that entrepreneurs should be

able to control capital in an ideal

productive environment. 

CAPITAL CREATORS

We are being 
 financially

controlled by so
many countries

all over the world
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What we have become is another colony, but this

time around, it’s different from when we were being

ruled politically by the British. 

Now we are being controlled financially by so many

countries all over the world. This is worse than

political colonisation. We have created an economy

where foreign capital has captured local

entrepreneurship. What this means is that the

products will be captured in the Gross National

Product of those other countries. This is the reason

for capital flight but despite this, we are still averse

to how severe the implications will be.

There is a situation where we have the market, the

propensity to consume, and we also have the

product which we could consume by ourself but

rather than allowing the system to become a virtuous

cycle of prosperity, we have allowed foreigners to

come and take ownership of what we consume and

feed us with it. Now, we are paying foreigners for

what was originally ours.



But we can still hold on and hope on.

It is important, for hope is the only stable fuel for our

tomorrow. Although the reality shouts that hope has been

seriously jeopardised if not murdered. A lot of Nigerians are

currently hopeless. How do you want somebody whose farm

land has just been destroyed to have hope? It looks

completely hopeless. He invested in it in hope; borrowed money

to invest in it in hope, and now it has been destroyed.

How do you expect somebody whose breadwinner has been

kidnapped and murdered to have hope? Hope has really been

jeopardised, there’s no doubt about it. 
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But the wound is not fatal…yet!

We can have hope, we can

rekindle hope. All these

conversations are simple

conversations of relevant

leadership. Immediately we have

the right type of leaders, who

are dealers in hope, the vision

will be cast, and the journey

plotted. 

They will communicate the plan

and the goal, whilst painting a

picture of the collective

destination that no one has been

to. 

This ensures everyone can get

excited about going there

together.

Our nation calls out for proper

leaders, those who will not

fritter away the commonwealth

on frivolities and empty words

but are intentional and decisive

in making decisions that give

hope for today and the future.

This is what Nigeria needs now!


